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This pad can wireless charge three phones at 
once. Add another two devices through the 
USB outputs and you’ve got the perfect family 
Qi charger.

CHARGING PAD



This Bluetooth speaker will be the star of any 
room. The speaker levitates and rotates 
above its base. The light ring on the base displays 
a range of colors. Doubles as a hands free 
speaker for taking calls. Available in black or 
white.

LEVITATING SPEAKER 



This charging station can simultaneously charge 8 
devices. It comes with 2 lightning and 4 micro USB 
ports and cords that extend and retract as required. 
2 USB ports are available for additional charging. 
The screen content can be customized and updated 
at any time.

LIGHTBOX CHARGE STATION



The FastMount Pro uses the same technology to 
secure your device to the dashboard and 
adds 2 more incredible features. It also has an 
integrated card and cash storage slot with 
thumb lock and a flip out phone kick stand.

FASTMOUNT PRO



To Qi or not to Qi. That is the question. With the 
5,000 mAh Airpower Plus, it no longer matters. 
Place your Qi enabled device on top for a wireless 
charge or flip out the cables to plug in. Fits Apple, 
Android and Type C connectors.

AIRPOWER PLUS



Give your brand a shake. This 10,000 mAh power 
bank turns on with a little shake. Highend 
fast charge in/out Type C port Dual USB output 
ports. 5V/3A output.

SHAKE & WAKE



The Phone Ring Dock is a cone-shaped stand, 
with a flat top that has a slit built into it. Slide 
your phone ring into the unit. Perfect for your 
dashboard. The dock allows you to easily 
adjust your angle.

PHONE RING DOCK



They look like coasters but they are actually Qi 
wireless chargers. Available in black or crystal. 
The crystal version glows when plugged in.

QI CHARGER



Help keep your employees and staff safe from hackers with a custom 
shaped webcam cover. The cover sits on two plastic rails. Move it to 
the left to open and to the right to close. Simple, easy and safe. Best of 
all your logo is front and center every minute of every day. 

Hackers can eavesdrop on computers with microphones. Mic Block is 
an easy way to prevent anyone from hearing your conversations. Plug 
the custom printed Mic Block into the audio jack. Your computer 
recognizes it as an external mic. All potential eavesdroppers 
are blocked.  

Available in a security pack.

WEBCAM COVER & MIC BLOCK



Get a new perspective. This pocket drone takes 
real-time pictures (including selfies) and videos, 
features aerobatic flight and real-time camera 
transmission. Fly by tilting your phone. One key 
auto-land. Shots 720p HD video and photos.

CAMERA DRONE



Ready to Connect?
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